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ABSTRACT HessI and Levison2'8have propo'_.dsimilarschemes, basedon
the optimalcontrol model(OCM)for pilot/vehiclesystems, for
A methodology is demonstrated for assessing long/- predictingpilot-opinionratings,Levison'sschemewas recently
tudinal-axis handling qualities of transport aircraft on the tested against data obtained in a previoussimulationstudy of
basis of closed-loop criteria. Six long/tudinal-axi-_ ap- commercial transport hanctlingqualities,' Resultsof this test
preach configurations were studied covering a range of were sufficientlyencouragingto warrantfurtherexploraticnof
handling quality problems that included the presence of themethodology.
flexible aircraft modes. Using closed-loop performance re-
quirements derived from task analyses and pilot inter- This paper summarizes the results of a subsequentstudy by
views, predictions of performance/workload tradeoffs BoltBoranekandNewman Inc. andDouglasAircraftCompany
were obtained using an analytical pilot/vehicle model. A in which the analytic scheme for assessing longitudinalaxis
subsequent manned ..imulation study yielded objective handlingqualities of commercialtransportaircraftin the land-
performance measures and Cooper-Harper pilot ratings ing approach was rigorously tested. Study goals included
that were largely consistent with each other and with development ofclosed-loopperformancecriteria, a tightlycon-
apalytic predictions, strained manned simulation to yield Cooper-Harper opinion
ratingss with minimalinterpilotvariability,andcompilationof
•a data base of objective performancemeasures suitable forL_I'RODUCTION
methodologicaldevelopment.An additionalgoalwas to explore
the effects of simulating flexible modes of transport aircraft,
A certaindichotomyis associatedwiththe assessment of flying and to determine whether or not the analytic scheme would
qualities. From the pilot'spoint of view, the flying qualitiesof predictthese effects.
an airplane,in a given task. relate to the degree to whichsatis-
factoryperformancecan oe achievedwithreasonableworkload
levels. Nevertheless, flying quality specificationsare written The predictionscheme is based onthe followingassumptions:
in terms of open-loop vehicle response characteristics to help 1. Pilotratingis a functionof theflight task
the airplane manufacturercomplywith the specifications.Ac- 2. Fora given flight task, one or more criticalsubtssks exist
whichserve asthe primarydeterminants ofpilotratings
cordingiy, considerableeffort has been expended to find the 3. Performance requirements are well defined for each
' combinationof aircraftresponse parameters that will reliably criticalsubtask
predict taskperformanceandpilot workload. 4. Pilot opinion is based partly on the degree to which
desired performance is achieved and partly on the
In contrastto open-loopvehicle-centeredcriteria, pilot/vehicle information-preceseingworkloadassociatedwiththe task
model analysis allows one to explore issues related to closed- 5. A reliable model exists for predicting perfor-
loopperformanceas well as to workloaddemandsmadeon the mance/workloadtradoofls for relevant flighttasks.
pilot. The effects of external disturbancesand control/display
parameters, as well as inherent pilot limitations, can be con- These assumptions lead to the procedure diagrammed in
siderad. Perhapsmcst important, predktive schemasbasedon Figure 1. Ineffect, the analyticpredictionscheme parallelsthe
pilot/vehicle analysis are not constrained to "conventional" procedure that would be followed in performing a well-
dynamicsand can therefore be appliedto flyingqualitystudies controlled handlingquality simulation study, the major dif.
of aircraft havinghigh-orderreponse characteristics, ference being use of the optimal control pilot/vehicle model
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rather than a human to obtain pilot ratings and other perfor- To ascertain closed-loop requirements, interviews were held
mance measures, with five potential test pilots to detvrmine what they con-
sidered to be maximum acceptable values, or "limits," for
DEFINE important system variables in moderate turbulence. (In
TASg general, the pilots interpreted a "maximum" value as an excur-
sion indicative of poor approach performance.} Assessments
DEFINE ] were obtained for each of the flight subtasks, and for v_ious
SUSTASg | altitudes with respect to the glideslope tracking subtask. Since
model analysis was performed for frozen-point conditions ap-
I DEFINEPERFORMANCE ] propri•te to glideslope tracking at an altitude of 500 feet, theCRITERIA [ subjective acceptable ex ursions for hat condition •r
_ reported here.
J JEFINE PERFORMANCE }
VERSUS WORKLOAD
On the average, the following zero-to-peak allowable excur-
I PREDICT ] sions from trim were specified:PILOT RATING
Glideslope: I12dot
FIGURE1. PROCEDUREFORPREDICTINGPILOTRATING Sink rate: 250 feet per minute
Airspeed: 7.6 knots
The following rating expression was developed in the Pitch: 3.5degrees
preceding study and used in the current effort: Stick: 28 percent of maximum excursion
Thrust: 4 percent of aircroft weight
[ ° A ] ("
R = I0 -- +_
o + Do A + Ao For airspeed and sink rate excursions, which h_d asymmetric
I _ R _<I 0 criteria, the above values reflect one-half the distance between
upper and lower bounds. The limit on thrust represents a dis-
tillation of the pilot responses, which were expressed in differ-
where R is the predicted Cooper-Harper pilot rating, o is the
ent units (inches throttle movemen , percent N z, change in
probability that one or more important system variables will EPR) by different pilots. The pilots agreed that there was also
exceed its maximum acceptable value, and A is a measure of a subjective limit to pitch rate but, as they could not assign a
the relative attention (i.e., workload) associated with the task. quantitative value to this parameter, it was excluded from the
The pilot is assumed to operate on the performance/workloed list of performance requirements.
tradeoff curve, predicted by :he OCM, so as to minimize R.
A good fit with the experimental data of the preceding study Although the pilots did not provide subjective limitations to
was found using oo = 0.I and Ao --- 2. (Since "attention" is con- rate-of-change of stick and throttle, "limits" for these quanti-
sidered relative to that appropriate to a standardized labora- ties were defined partly to satisfy certain mathematical re-
tory tracking task s. 7 rather than to some assumed capacity, quirements of the optimal control model and partly to satisfy
values greater than unity are possible.} physical constraints. A stick rate limit of 28 percent maximum
slew rate was assumed, and the limit on rate-of-change of
The paper is organized into the following topic areas: (I} task thrust was set equal to one-half the limit on thrust deviation to
definition, (2) pre-experiment analysis to select experimental reflect the low bandwidth operation of this control.
configurations and predict aircraft handling qualities, (3)
To provide the scalar quadratic perform•nee index needed todescription of the experiment, 14} experimental results and
analysis, end (5) conclusions, obtain model solutions, weighting coefficients were defined as
the reciprocals of the squares of maximum allowable values.
Thus, an rms deviation of a given system vari•l)le equal to its
TASK DEFINITION "limit" contributed one unit to the overall "cost."
The flight tasks to be performed by the test pilots were defined
and ciozed-loop criteria were specified for model analysis. As in
the preceding study, z the task was that of piloting • simulated PRE-EXPEItlMENT ANALYSIS
large commercial transport aircraft in the final approach.
Three subtasks were defined: {1) altitude stationkeeping prior This phase of the study consisted of two tasks: (1} preliminary
to glidesiope capture, (2) giideslope capture, and i3) pelt- selection of candidate aircraft configurations and (2)pre-exper-
capture tracking of the giideslope. Flare and landing were not imental model analysis. The objectives of the latter task wer.
considered, and were not performed in the simulation study, to select six configurations for the simulation study and to ob-
For purposes of pre-experimental model analysis, zero-mean tain predictions of pilot ratings and ciosed-ioop performance
turbulence as defined by the Dryden model s was assumed, measures to allow rigorous testing of the analytic metho-
with q and r components omitted, dology.
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PRELIMINARY SELECTION OF (5) flight path stability (dy/dV). The pilot, of course, cannot be
CANDIDA,'_E CONFIGURATIO_;S asked to rate these individual criteria; his rating of longitudinal
flying qualities represents their sum Since the -8785 provides
The pilot rating data from the teat reported by Rickard4 were no guidance on how to combine the pieces, one must use his
used to demonstrate the feasibility of using the OCM to own judgment. The judgment used here was to represent the
estimate pilot ratings. A thorough validation of this procedure, "-8785 OVERALL" as the worst of the five preceding columns.
however, requires comparison not only of the pilot rating data The next column, labeled "BANDWIDTH," is a flying quality
but also of the workload and tracking performance data for prediction using a frequency domain pilot-in-the-loop
human pilots with model predictions. These data had not been criterion. 4 This criterion has been demonstrated reliably to
recorded in that test. Thus, another test wu planned in which predict pilot opinion of longitudinal maneuvering dynamics. As
all the needed data would be recorded, such, it is not sensitive to dr/dV, which is a measure of long-
term flight path response. It was shown by Rickard' that the
The first task undertaken in designing the test was the selec- combination of the Bandwidth and flight path stability
tion of a set of configurations to be evaluated. A primary goal estimates, labeled BW + dr/dV, yields an estimate of
was to produce data with high statistical reliability. This meant longitudinal flying qualities more accurate than the one labeled
that many replications of the test matrix, or repeated evalua- -8785 OVERALL. The criteria in Table I are the tools used to
tior.s of each configuration, would be needed. This meant that design a matrix of eight configurations for this test. Only six
the test matrix would have to be small to keep costs were simulated. Model analysis was used as described in the
reasonable, next section to eliminate two from the test matrix.
One would prefer a large test matrix so one could evaluate the
model against a wide range _f airplane characteristics. Since Configuration 1 is by time-honored tradition the baseline. Ac-
the test matrix had to be kept small, it was decided that the cording to the estimates, it has Level I longitudinal flying qual-
configurations should be chosen to vary thv most important ities. Configurations 8 and 3 explore a progression of increas-
properties. Among the issues considered critical in flying ing static instability, having times to double of 7.7 and 2.4
qualities today are relaxed static stability, control augments- seconds, respectively. Configuration 2 was chosen to explore
tion, and structural dynamics. A set of eight configurations the issue of flight path stability, with dy/dV -- 0.34, where 0.24
was designed which varied these properties, is the Level 3 limit. Configurations 4 and 5 explore the issue of
control augmentation. They are the same airplane, an ad-
The flying qualities of the eight configurations, as predicted by vanced supersonic transport, without and with a full-state
existing criteria, are shown in Table I. There are columns for feedback flight control system which was designed using im-
five -8785 criteria: (II short period frequency versus accelera- plicit model following. The unaugmented airplane has very
tion sensitivity (wn versus n/a), (2) short period damping poor flying qualities, while the augmented version has fair to
• sp .
t_p_. (3) phugold damping {_phor T2ph),(4) static stability, and good flying qualities, depending on the criteria used.
TABLEI
FLYINGQUALITYLEVELSOFTEST
CONFIBURATIONS1 THROUGH8
CONFIG _nsp STATIC -8785 " BAND- BW+
NO. vsn/o _'q) _'phorT2ph STABILITY d'x/dV OVERALL WIDTH dT/dV
1 1 : 1 STABLE 1 1 1 1
WORSE WORSE
2 1-1/2 1 1 STABLE THAN THAN 1 2-1/2
3 3
WORSE WORSE WORSE
3 THAN 2 TNAN UNSTABLE 1 THAN 3 3
3 3 3
WORSE WORSE WORSE
4 THAN 1 THAN UNSTABLE 3 THAN 3 3
3 3 3
5 2 1 1 STABLE 1 2 1 1
6 3-1/2 2 1 STABLE 1 3.1/2 1 1
7 3 1 1 STABLE 1 3 1 1
WORSt: WORSE WORSE
8 THAN 1 THAN UNSTABLE 1 THAN 2 2
3 3 3
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The last two configurations, 6 and 7, explore the effect of struc- specifications, s the analysis was performed using a Dryden
tural dynamics on flying qualities. Both have the same rigid- gust model having parameters appropriate to an altitude of 500
body equations, with Configuration 7 having two additional feet and longitudinal and vertical rms gust amplitudes of I0
degrees of freedom representing structural dynamics. The cri. and 6.6 feet per second, respectively,
teria indicate that these configurations will be rated the same.
The -8785 criteria, which cannot estimate the effect of struc- Figure 2a shows the following trends:
tural modes, predict Level 3 flying qualities. The short period
frequencies are too low and the damping ratio unacceptable or I. Best achievable performance (i.e., lowest cost} with the
too high. The Bandwidth criterion, which should be able to pro- baseline aircraft (Configuration I) and the augmented
diet this effect as it makes no assumption about model order, AST (Configuration 3).
predicts Level I flying qualities. 2. Worst performance, and greatest sensitivity to atten-
f.IODEL ANALYSIS tional workload, with the unstable Configurations 3 and 4.
Before obtaining model predictions, it was necessary to specify 3. Intermediate performance with the configuration having a
various independent model parameters relating to the pilot's mild instability (Configuration 8} and _be vehicle having
information-processing limitations. The reader is referred to adverse dlddV (Configuration 2).
documentation from the preceding study z for methodological 4. Negligible effects due to simulation of flexible modes
details. (Configurations 6 and 7).
Parameters reflecting lindtations on the pilot's information- As noted earlier, the scope of the manned simulation study was
processing capabilities were defined. An effective perceptual limited to six experimental configurations. On the basis of this
tl:reshold was associated with each perceptual variable as- analysis, Configurations 4 and 5 were dropped from further t
sumed to be used by the pilot. On the basis of laboratory track- consideration as they appeared to be similar in terms of per-
ing experiments, 9 thresholds of 0.05 degree and 0.2 degree per forraanco/workload tradeeffs to Configurations 3 and I,
second visual arc were assumed, respectively, for perception of respectively.
the displacement and velocity of a given display indicator.
Analysis of the cockpit displays yielded the following percep- Application of the rating expression of Equation (I} to the per-
tual thresholds, in problem units, for an altitude of 500 feet: is} formance/workload predictions shown in Figure 2a yielded
4.7 feet height error, (b) 19 feet per second sink rate error, (c) unreasonably large Cooper-Harper ratings (e.g., a rating of 8
4.3-degree pitch error, {d) 1.7 degrees per second pitch rate, for the baseline configurationl. Partly for this reason, and
and _e) 1.9 feet per second airspeed error. The rather large partly because the -8785B backup document:: indicates that
threshold associated with perception of sink rate error was a the initial choice of gust intensities represents a low probabili-
consequence of assuming that the pilot attempts to obtain this ty il percent} of occurrence, gust intensities were halved for
reformation from the velocity of the glideslope indicator. In ad- subsequent analysis and experimentation. The reduced levels
dition, a "residual noise" of 0.5 degree was associated with represent a 50-percent probability of occurrence.
perception of pitch error to account for the lack of an explicit
zero-error reference. In addition to the reduction in gust levels, changes in other in-
To simplify the analysis, the pilot was assumed to pay equal at- dependent model parameters were made prior to reanalysis.
The allowable performance "window" for glidesiope error was
tention to glideslope, pitch, and airspeed indicators/and was increased to 1 dot to reflect published Category II spocifica-
assumed to obtain both displacement and rate information
tions. :-_The performance window for sink rate was increased
from all but the airspeed indicator). In addition, 34 percent of
from around 4 feet per second to 7.5 feet per second to allowthe attention was assumed "lost" in scanning. Thus, a relative for the fact that, in actual flight, the flare maneuver would
atter, tion of unity corresponded to relative attentions of 22 per- substantially reduce the sink rate prior to impact. We usumed
cent each to glideslope, pitch, and airspeed variables. As
that the pilot would obtain sink rate information from the ver-
described in the literature, attentional and perceptual factors
tical speed indicator, and we decreased the perceptual thres-determined the observation noise varmnce associated with
hold to 0.8 feet per second to reflect assumed visual resolution
t,a(-h perceptual input. _° The remaining independent model
parameters were time delay I0.29 second to account for both capabilities with respect to this instrument. The maximum ae-
pilot and control-actuator delays} and motor noise covariance eeptable value for the rate of thrust change was reduced to
one-fifth the corresponding limit on thrust deviation to more
iS0 dB, relative to predicted control-rate variance).
strongly reflect the pilot's aversion to frequent changes in
throttle setting. Finally, the OCM was used to predict optima]
Curves of predicted performance versus relative attention, allocationof attention.
generated via the optimal control model, are shown in Figure
2a. The quadratic performance index was based on assumed
maximum allowable excursions for important systsm vari- The six configurations retained for the simulation study were
shies, as described earlier in this paper. Variat/ons in "atten- reanalysed as described above: the r_ulting performance/
t,on" were reflected by appropriate manipulation of the workload tradeeffs are shown in Figure 2b. As is the case with
baseline observation noise/signal ratio as described in the initial analysis, the penalty for relatively low attention m
[_v:son.Z As recommended by the military flying quality greatest for Configuration 3, and inclusion of flexible modes
-2/,8-
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FIGURE2. PERFORMANCEANDWORKLOA0TRAOEOFFS
has little predicted influence. The predicted performance/ feel, force gradients, and motion limits were based on the DC-
workload tradeoff curves are compressed, however, with little I0. A full set of DC-10 instruments was provided. A flight
separation among the curves for Configurations I, 3, 7, and 8 at director display was available but not used as this would affect
all but the lower attentional levels. Application of the rating workload and performance and, thus, pilot opinion of flying
expression of Equation {I) yields predicted ratings (shown qualities. Actuator and engine dynamics typical of wide-bedy
later in this paper) that range from Level I to Level 3 and are aircraft were simulated. Standard linearized equations cf too-
consistent with those observed experimentally for Con- tion were used in the simulation. Euler integratien of the dif-
figurations I and 3 in the preceding study 2 ferential equations was performed at 20 her;z. The actuators
and other elements with fast dynamics were simulated using
difference equations.DESCRIPTION foF EXPERIMENTS
SIMULATION CHARACTERISTICS The simulator is Douglas' research "_ development motion
The simulation model used with all configurations was a corn- base simulator. The motion platform is shown in Figure 3 and
plete airplane. Both longitudinal and lateral-directional the cab interior in Figure 4. The cab ;._a DC-I,J cockpit with
degrees of freedom and controls were provided. The controls stations for captain, first officer, fright engineer, and observer.
_column, wheel, and pedals} were DC-10 hardware. Control Synthetic outside vision is availaole but was not used in this
L II . _"
FIGURE3. SIX.AXISMOTIONIASI SIMULATOR FIGURE4. MOTIONIASE$1MULATO_Yq,_,_b/_O_t _,0",'__11
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experiment. Motion limits for the platform are given in Table 2 discrepancies were found except that, contrary to all predic-
for a moving mass of 22.000 pounds. The bandwidth for small tions, Configurations 6 and 7 were unflyable. The coupling be.
inputs is I hertz, which ,'an he boosted to at leut 2 hertz by use tween airspeed and column movement wu so tight that Isle of
of pre-emphesis filters on the motion drive signals. The evalua, control was inevitable if flight-path control w:s attempted,
tion pilot sat in the captain's seat and the test engineer in the These were the elutic AST configurations. The problem was
first officer's seat. The engineer controlled all upects of the an unusually high _ due of Xq. This had been notk.*d in the
experiment from this position, once the computers were pretest analysis, but was accepted when the flying-quality
started, using the control box shown in Figure 5. The box has estimates L.rned out to he reasonable. Configurations 9 and l 0
six 3-pesition toggle switches, six momentary switches and were developed to replace 6 and 7 by reducing Xq Po a small
sense lights, and five 16-position thumbwheels with LED value and increasing X. to compensate. The flying qua;ity
readouts above. The box is on an umbilkal so that it can be parameters and estimates (see Table 31 for 9 and I0 were vir-
mo_ed around the cab. The software "reads" these switches, tualiy identical to those for '_ and 7, yet g and I0 flew quite
performs the commanded functions, and displays the ap- well.
propriate information on the displays.
Of the four pilots involved in the evaluations, two made four
In this experiment, only a few switches were used. One of the replications of the test matrix and two made five. Each session
3-pesition switches was used to turn turbulence off or on, one
thumbwheel was used to select the configuration, and the pilot
number wasset usinganother thumbwheel. Three digits ofthe /-- mot ,o
LED display showed the run number, another the pilot mu.mo * - / .-c_-**vmA.oelo
used by thecomputer.Anotherpanelcontainedpushbutton
switchestocontrolstart,stop,reset,and otheroperational
functions. i.- . T . . .1o o o1101011121011oo o|- - + - - --•
approach using raw rather than director, glideslope, and muwo,.lltlClOlll
ioealizer data.Planand sideviewsoftheapproachgeometry
are shown in Figure 6. The Dryden turbulence models wu us- (_ C)
altitude of 500 feet. This model actually varies with airspeed
and altitude, but was "frozen" in the experiment to match the
was used. which concentrates the power at discrete frequen,
ties. Twelve discrete h-equencJesfrom 0.0638 to 12.57r&l/arul
per second were used. O O O
@ "@III|
EVALUATIONS fu,o.L,Rcl.j(PT_ICP
The evaluatlor _were m&le by four Dougles experimental test
pilots, all of whom had prior experience in motion-base.
simulatorevaluationsof flying qualities. Before the evaluations
were begun, a checkout pilot flew the entire test matrix. No
FIGURE|. SIMULATORCONTROl.I;OX
TAILE 2 s'rAI_
MOTIONLIMITS --I J *
9Pl[O 140m_.&_
AXIS EXCURSK_ VELOCITY ACCELERATION
I+,I.-,F,I.-......., ...4
HEAVE ±42 IN. 39 IN/SI[C 1.6S l
SWAY ±67.S IN. 67 IN.ISEC :).43 I *" T
u mo_ ,,s ,m 7, _./_c ],._ S i 1
ROLL ±30.70[0 34,6 DEGISEC 7,1RAD/S[C I • ' _'_NMm ¢TNMO ll#l
PITCH ±33.3 NO 33.6 I_G/SI[C 7.1 RAD/MC z mn
YAW ±34.7 DI[G 3&.3 DI[G/SIEC 7.9 RAD/SI[C2 FIGUREI. APPROACHGEOMETRY
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began with • brief/n; in which the test procedure and perfor- pilot cn_n,ents. The engineer ma_e brief handwritten notes to
manco standard• were reviewed. The pilot then flew sev.:_ supplement the complete record made by the cockpit voke
approaches to warm up, or get used w, :he _quipment and pro- recorder
cedure. He then flew two apprea_he• with each conf/guration EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS(turbulence off, then on). The configurations were presented in
pseudo-random order, with the order balancnd acr_ replka-
ticn•. The "turbu:enee off" runs were flown to allow additional Stat/stical analysis was performed on both Cooper.Harper
practice, to i_olate the turbulence el;cots, and to gather data ratings and closed-loop performance metrics. Ratings were
first averaged across replk,tions to obtain in s'. ersge ratingfor the development of • glideslope capture stratelD'. The
per condition per pilot. Population mean• and accose-subject
pi_ote rl,utd do whatever . _aneuvers and experiments they standard deviations were then computed from the indlv/dual
wanted ,, these run• after the intercept maneuver. In the "fur-
buienee on" run•, however, they were told to track the ItS to subje:t means.
the performance standards at all times. A replication of the
Statistics on system "errors" (deviations from trim) were cur.;.test matrix took 1-1/2 to 2 hours. A total of 319 approaches
were flown for data in the test; 2.5 more were flown by the puted for the three stoady.stete-llke segments of the approach.
Results for the final sel_ment of the glidesiope tr_king task -
checkout _/lot. At the end of the test, the pilots were quizzed
again about a number of items, including the performance staff- corresponding to descent from approximately 70Q to 200 feet
dards thev flew to in the test and how they allocated their at- altitude - are reported ,,.,re, Th_ mean and variability eom-
tention, ponents of each error variable were analyzed separately. Only
response variability is reported here, u only that error rompo-
A great deal of objective and subjective data was take,. Time nsnt can he ¢ompered with model predktions for the gJkleslope
histories of 50 vsriebies were recorded on dil0tal magnst/c _ape track/rig task (remember that the extern,d disturhencas were
at 5 hertz for every spprGach. Stripchart records of 16 _ero-mesn processes). Mean error is primarily reflect/ve of
variables were made. The mean, root mean square, maximum piloting strategy (e.g., carry excess airspeed, "duck under" tle
and minimum values, and stands,' ] deviation of 15 variables glide•lope) and therefore :- not treated directly by the OCM. In
were computed on-line and output on a line printer at the end general, the variability compenent wu dominant. A variance
of each run. Instantaneous values of I0 variables at I0 points score w,., first computed for each error vuixbie of interest
along the approach were also printed out. The line printer was within • Riwn replication. The square root of this meuure wu
also _ to record bookkeeping information, such u run start then treated as the b,.,ic error score. _'/ote that this measure
time and date, run number, configuration number, pilot reflects within-trial variability, not run-to-run or pilot-to-pilot
number, etc.. to reduce the test engineer's workload. The sub variability. Error _or.-s computed in th/s manner were then
jective data taken included Cooper-Harper p/lot ratinss, effort subjected to the same statistical analys/s as that described
ratings for the three subtasks and three aspects of control, ,nd earlier for the p/lot ratings.
TAIILE3
FLY|NGQUALITYLEVELSOFTEST
CONFIGURATIONSI THROUGH10
CONFIG _nw STATIC 417115 BAND- BW+
NO. vsn/_ _sp ('phor T2ph STABILITY d-x/dV OVERALL WIDTH d_/dV
1 1 1 1 STABLE 1 I 1 1
WOP,SE WORSE
2 1-1/2 1 1 STABLE THAN THAN 1 2-1/2 ""
3 3
WORSE WORSE WORSE
3 THAN 2 THAN UNSIABLE 1 THAN 3 3
3 3 3
WORSE W(IRSE WORSE
4 THAN I THAN UI_;STABLE 3 THAN 3 3
3 3 3
S 2 1 ! STABLE 1 2 1 1
6 3-1/2 2 1 STABLE 1 3.1/2 q. 1
7 3 1 1 STABLE I 3 1 1
WORSE WORSE WORSE
II THAN 1 THAN UNSTABLE 1 THAN 2 2
3 3 3
9 3 2 I STABLE 1 3 1 1
10 2 1 1 STABLE 1 2 1 1
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Measured and predicted pilot opinionratings are presented in Predicted and experimental meuuras of the quadratic.IX_,'-
Figure 7a. Across-subjectstandard deviations tdesignatedby msne_ ,dex are compared in Figure 7b. Two _ets of model
" brackets) were generally lessthan one rating unit. Thus, the predicuo_s are shown:scoresobtainedwith relative att_ntiou
experimental technique yidde_ rating predictions that were correspondingto minimum ratings u determined frogsthe ex-
reasonably consistent across pilots. The trend of he ex- pressionof Equatio_ (1), and scorescorrespondingto a relative
periment-I ratings agreed well with pre-expe_mental model attention of unity. Althoubh measured scores were con-
predictions: Configurations I, 8, 9, and I0 were rated similarly siderably greater t.han predictions, predktnd trends were coo-
whereas Configurations 2 and 3 received rstingr that were ap- firmed. As with the rating scores, performance scm'es for Con-
preciably more adverse. The major diac;epaney T_;tween figurations 1, 8, 9, and 10 were similar, whereas substantially
predi<.tion and experiment was the relative compression of the greater (less favorable) scores were observ_ for Configura-
simulation results, with the "better" config,_rations receiving tions 3 and 4.
Level 2 rather f.ha., the predicted Level I ratings. In uidition,
Configurations 2 and 3 were rated nearly the same ol. the A comparison of predkt,_ and measured "error" vt _bility
average, whereas the analytic technique predicted a scores for selected r_spense varisbkrs is given in F111ure8.
2-unit spread. Again, meuured scores were greater than analytic predk-
tions, but trends related to the effects of vehklo characterlst_.'s
In a previous study in which lateral-directional characteristics were generally in agreement. In particular, t|_ analytk prn-
cedure correctly predicted that relatively large elevator de_-
were co.sidered to reflect Level I handling qualities, the
"baseline" Configuratiov I received an average pilot rating in tions would he required for Configuration $, whereas large
the Level 1 range.' Lateral characteristics were less favorable thrust changes woukl he required for Configuration 2. Overall,
the two methods of predicting objective performance
for the study reported here, ratifying rating scores in the replicated experiment_J trends with similar fidelity.
Level 2 range. Thus, we susp_ :t that the greater-than-
expected rating scores for Configurations i, 8, 9, and I0
reflect. 4, in part, an interaction with the lateral-uis tasks. Additional model analysis was conduct_ to detorm/ne
tMndel predictions were based on the assumption tht' the methods for obtaining 8 mere L.'curate _ment of the
lateral-axis task would present no appreciable handling-quality m/ver_ hendl/nr, qualities associated with CoufirJration 2, and
problems.) for pred_.'ting the severe controllability problems found ex.
perimentelkv with Configuratio:J 6 and 7. Comparnd to the
baseline configuration, these three required a strategy tl_1
Configuration 2 was also explored in the previous study. In rdio_ more heavily on throttle for height control and elevator
_hat study, as well as in the curren_ one, the rating score ob- for speed eont _i: Configuratio, 2 because of adverse dy/dV
tasned in the simulation study wu higher than predicted characterlatks, and Confll_ratlons 6 and 7 becauee of a h_gh
anal_tically. As discussed shortly, this model/exp_rim..nt dig- pitch/speed coupling. This observation suggested a simple
ference may he due in part to a failure of the a_alytk scheme, technique for analytically detecting handling qual/ty problems
as described so far. to consider the adverse _fferts of requ/ring r.uoclated with undesirable throttle activity: model analysis
loop closures that are not part of the pilot's _tandard refer- wu performed with and without the throttle control active. To
to,'e, test the discrimiustlon of the procedure, model analysis was
a PILOT O4'INI(JN J b. PERFORMANCE _NOEX
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performed aga:n for Configuration I (baseline), Conflguyation 3 CONCLUSIONS
(greatest instability), and Configuration 9 (conf'guration 6
modified to reduce the pitch-speed coupling). This analysis was A number of eonclus;ons can be drawn from the analytical and
performed with the baseline observation '_oiso/signal ratio ad- experimental results of the subject study program.
lusted to reflect unity relative attention.
1. A closed-loop criterion, or estimator of flying qualities,
has been developed and ,alidated against experimental
Figure 9 show: ,a_ .,s method readily identified handling data. The development of the model comprising the
quality problems related to throttle activity. The predicted criterion was based on the characteristics cf the task be-
quadratic performance indices for Configurations 1, 3, and 9,
ing moo_,ed, not on the data. That is, it is not simply a
while different from each other, were relatively unaffected by model fit to a set of data, it is a simulation model. The
the er ",lusionof throttle control. On the other hand, omission of
characteristics used to develop the mod_,l include pilotthrottle control caused the performance metric to more than
preferences (determined from interviews), human
double for Configuration 2 and to increase nearly sevenfold for
capabilities (determined from laboratory experiments),
,_,,, !iguration 6. Thus, a model comparison of this sort appears the p_"sics of the situations, and engineering judgment.to be a simple device for predicting handling quality difficulties
caused by requirements for significant throttle activity. _. In '.he experiment, repeatable Cooper-Harper pilot opin-
ioa -stings were obtained by strict experiment protncol.
Important aspects of the experiment design were:
lO.O I I I _ _ a. Design of a task with only zero-mean, stationary,
random disturbances
x g'J b. Well-defined subtasks and associated perform&ace
w
,_ standa.'ds
z_ v
w c. Adequate pilot familiarization.
o 2.0
:-'< [] 3. A data base has been d_,reloped and recorded which in-
:! cludes pilot ratings and objective performance measures.o_
1.0 8 The data have been used in validating the optimal control
o( model as described herein, and will be used for furtherw O
n. development in the future.
0.5-
•_ 4. The model correctly predicted an absence of an effect of
_ 0 o0 the structural modes simutated on handling qualities.
O O l 5. The model correctly predicted the experimental trends in
NO._,SOT_J workload, performance, and pilot ratings. This was an ac-
tual prediction: it was done before : he experiment.
¢).1 L i. _ I
1 L '_ $ g 6. The ability of the model to predict low-frequen_y flight :
EXPE_ClM'_..NTALC,',NF!'_URATION path control problems was demonstrated. These problems
are detected using a two-step process. First. moael
_'ICURE9. EFFECTOFTH,_OTfLECONTRO_ONPREDICTED predictionsare madeassumingthrottle asa control. Then 1
" PERFOqMANCEINDEX model predict;ons are made without throttle a_ a control
]
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and compared with the previous analysis. If there is a m_- Proc. of the 16th Annual Conference on Manual Co_Jtrol,
jot degradation, flight path control problems can be ex- Cambridge, MA, May 1980.
pected.
7. The experimental error scores were about twice those 4. Rickard, W.W., "Longitudinal Flying Qualities in the
predicted analytically. The potential causes of this Landing Approach", Proc. of the 12th Annual Conference
discrepancy include: on Manual Control, NASA TM X-73, 170, May 1976.
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rating expression, Equation (1L The quadratic perfor- 9. Levlson, W.H., "The Effects of Disnlay Gain and Signal
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